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Calculus of VariationsDover Publications, 1974

	Book basically divided into two parts. Chapters 1-4 include background material, basic theorems and isoperimetric problems. Chapters 5-12 are devoted to applications, geometrical optics, particle dynamics, the theory of elasticity, electrostatics, quantum mechanics and other topics. Exercises in each chapter. 1952 edition.


	There...
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Fundamental Forces of Nature: The Story of Gauge FieldsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
In this book I want to tell the story of gauge fields, the messengers that transmit signals among elementary particles, enabling them to interact. They work in the quantum realm of quarks, the deepest level of the structure of matter we have reached so far.

The basic interaction at this level percolates upwards, through hierarchies of...
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Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics: The Strange Theory of Light in a BoxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	What happens to light when it is trapped in a box?


	Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics addresses a fascinating question in physics: what happens to light, and in particular to its interaction with matter, when it is trapped inside a box? With the aid of a model-building approach, readers discover the answer to this question and come to...
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Quantum Cryptography and Secret-Key DistillationCambridge University Press, 2006


	This book aims at giving an introduction to the principles and techniques

	of quantum cryptography, including secret-key distillation, as well as some

	more advanced topics. As quantum cryptography is now becoming a practical

	reality with products available commercially, it is important to focus not

	only on the theory of quantum...
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Optical Fiber Telecommunications V B, Fifth Edition: Systems and Networks (Optics and Photonics Series)Academic Press, 2008
Optical Fiber Telecommunications V (A&B) is the fifth in a series that has chronicled the progress in the research and development of lightwave communications since the early 1970s. Written by active authorities from academia and industry, this edition not only brings a fresh look to many essential topics but also focuses on network...
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Computational Chemistry: Reviews of Current TrendsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005


	There is no doubt that many of the readers of this book series wonder

	how the research/computational facilities will look like in the near future.

	It seems that the efficiency and compactness of the silicon-based

	computers are almost exhausted, and for significant progress one has to

	look for alternative solutions. A very...
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Super-Recursive Algorithms (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004

	
		This book introduces the new realm of superrecursive algorithms and the development
	
		of mathematical models for them. Although many still believe that only recursive
	
		algorithms exist and that only some of them are realizable, there are many
	
		situations in which people actually work with superrecursive algorithms....
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3D QSAR in Drug Design: Volume 2: Ligand-Protein Interactions and Molecular SimilaritySpringer, 1998
Volumes 2 and 3 of the 3D QSAR in Drug Design series aim  to review the progress being made in CoMFA and other 3D QSAR  approaches since the publication of the highly successful first volume  about four years ago.
  
Volume 2 (Ligand-Protein Interactions and Molecular  Similarity) divides into three sections...
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Computational Organic ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The Second Edition demonstrates how computational chemistry continues to shed new light on organic chemistry


	The Second Edition of author Steven Bachrach’s highly acclaimed Computational Organic Chemistry reflects the tremendous advances in computational methods since the publication of the...
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Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 with PHP: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2010


	My first encounter with PHP came about 10 years ago. By that time, I already had plenty of

	experience developing websites. I had started out writing HTML in a text editor before settling

	on Dreamweaver as my favorite authoring tool. A new project involved publishing more than

	30 articles a day. It was a subscription service, so the...
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Advances in Computers, Volume 61: Architectural IssuesAcademic Press, 2004
Emphasizes architectural issues in the design of new hardware and software system.     

       The series covers new developments in computer technology. Most chapters present an overview of a current subfield within computer science, with many citations, and often include new developments in the field by the authors of the individual...
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Advanced Quantum MechanicsSpringer, 2008
Advanced Quantum Mechanics, the second volume on quantum mechanics by Franz Schwabl, discusses nonrelativistic multi-particle systems, relativistic wave equations and relativistic quantum fields. Characteristic of the author´s work are the comprehensive mathematical discussions in which all intermediate steps are derived and where numerous...
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